
Intimate Gatherings in Tuscany



Meetings & Gatherings Made Memorable

Hotel Castello di Casole is an enticing and spectacular venue for unforgettable meetings and events, in part 

by virtue of its many unique and memorable gathering spaces. There are spacious lawns, terraces and an 

amphitheatre for open-air celebrations. Both the boardroom and the intimate church are striking venues 

for private receptions and corporate meetings. Dining in the restaurant or on the glorious seasonal terrace 

can be arranged and themed for the audience and event. Attending to every detail, a team of bilingual 

concierges and seasoned event planners will help see to every detail. Simply ask, and consider it done. 



Anfiteatro

The Amphitheater
Looking out over vineyard and 
valleys to quaint hilltop towns 
there are few such idyllic stages 
in all of Tuscany for your most 
special and memorable event.
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Casa del Prete
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The Priests’ Quarters
Along the quiet cobblestone walk, 
behind a massive vaulted door 
– secluded spaces warmed by a 
fireplace, an intimate and private 
setting ideal for small meetings 
and private dining. 
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Terrazza Tosca

Tosca Terrace
A glorious and versatile 

terrace bathed in the Tuscan 

sun that overlooks the pool 

to the patchwork of vineyards 

that ascend to the charming 

town of Casole d’Elsa.
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Chiesa S. Tommaso 

San Tommaso Chapel 
More than a century old,  

the estate’s historic Chiesa  

S. Tommaso is one of the 

most intimate and captivating 

wedding sites in Tuscany. Bricks, 

stones and other materials found 

on the estate have been used 

with care in the restoration of 

this endlessly charming chapel.
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Terrazza Limonaia
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Limonaia  Terrace
Fronting the restored estate 

greenhouse is a grand and 

inviting lawn and cobbled walks 

that welcome grand receptions 

and gatherings. The space is 

exceptionally versatile, and can 

be tented for evening affairs.
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Terrazza Spa
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Spa Terrace
In the shadow of the Chiesa 

S. Tommaso is an expansive 

green that is among the most 

charming outdoor venues at the 

Castello. It is also very private 

as it is secluded away from the 

property’s public spaces.
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Sala Camino
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When modern restoration is

married with the beauty of

traditional Italian architecture

and rich materials, the result 

can be spaces that reward the

eye as well as the spirit. The

comfortable Sala Camino venue 

at Castello di Casole is this

truly remarkable venue.
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Winery
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The Castello remains a working farm with vineyards and groves. Originally the estate’s 

winery now plays host to spirited gatherings that open to the Hotel’s main courtyard.  
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From the hotel, idyllic Siena is just 20 minutes and 
Florence 45 minutes north. The coast is a scenic 
hour’s drive. On the horizon are the legendary 

towers of San Gimignano. The walled fortress of 
Monteriggioni is a comfortable bike ride away.  
Our nearby neighbors are the charming towns  
of Mensano, Radicondoli and Casole d’Elsa.



Hotel  +39.0577.961.501

Reservations  +39.0577.961.508

U.S. Reservations  888.548.9429

www.castellodicasole.com

www.twitter.com/castellotuscanywww.facebook.com/castellodicasole    www.castellodicasole.com/blog
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